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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richards |
Thu, 13 Mar 2008 07:58:29 +1100
Wolf-0
RE: Am I going too far - sending this 

The cool light of day... what are you doing today???????????????????????????

 
From: Wolf-0
Sent: Wednesday, 12 March 2008 9:57 PM
To: jRichards |
Subject: RE: Am I going too far - sending this tolBlack |

i Sandy White i
• Just about the rfa being not done. You know that he will just defer it back to'^Jas'lTfe his crews 

issue and lack of communication on his behalf. This weird split chain of command just seems to 
divide the east and west further.

• I am going to bring up obvious imbalance of workload in the office at this meeting and this would 
be the opportune time.

• Any revelation prior to the meeting will result in others being consulted to counteract the issues 
raised.

• The only issue I have with this is the presence of GLOW.
• The OlU overexposure of | methodologies and failed pitching will result in us being obsolete and 

in my opinion will expose us to additional risks with apparent high level targets when the word gets 
around. Fhuck the bizarre in fighting, we should be working together clearly we would do a better 
job and be able to do more of the bloody rfa's that are sittin there.

• I am going to call for a sub officers meeting tomorrow via email which will be arranged at a suitable 
venue (whole day event like what they do in the ops gen dut) I want funding.

• This will be a bandaid measure and worthless but an opportunity for some of us to observe the 
opinions of others and see if the agendas are similar.

• We will put our heads together about this and our justifiable agendas (over worked) that we need 
to get back prior to actual attendance.

• How were the waves buddie anyhows, how did the bean stork perform. I am sure these issues 
were discussed.

PH
Another heavy da^Mhe phone
Hows the way spoke toFoxabout taking back 2958 prior to his agreed date of 23rd
(coinciding witnCHISO/S 10 day trip) in order to give me a T Week and it was strongly 
resisted perhaps I should do temps at OlU for a break.

• Lets go to OLD to develop some lines do CPP and Arabic. Lets go to the Belgiatic 2morrow its pay 
dav.

|Wolf-0
 

From: Richards-0
Sent: Wednesday, 12 March 2008 7:58 PM
To: Wolf-0 
Subject: Am I going too far - sending this to|Black

You asked for meeting topics in a past email! I have a topic - assistance to squads.and other 
members is an issue. I had an RFA for sex crimes before I went on leave and ms Boulevard i was close to 
identifying a potential in the prison -1 am sure you are aware of this. I had cohcTiuHiry'liaised with Sex 
Crimes about the progress, because as we all know the bosses require a constant update. I went on 
leave with the expectation that the RFA would be followed through -1 find now that it hasn't and have 
to front at Sex Crimes to tell them that nothing further has been done. I think that this is an 
embarrassing situation for me personally and the office as a whole. This is not the first time an RFA 
has not been given the adequate resources or efforts. Our name within the Crime department is 
slowly flushing down the toilet and it is a crying shame and no wonder that people are turning to the 
idiots on the 1 Sth floor to do their pitches/recruitments. If we are that busy as a unit we should not be 
touting for business or offering our services or doing presentations claiming to be able to assist in
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being a valuable asset in recruiting sources for squads and divisions. To this end I am finally taking 
note that being up to date with ICRS is far more important than providing advice, support and 
resources to our fellow members, and therefore will be offline completing ICRS and l/Rs - 
unfortunately I will still have the RFA.HHHHH and to assist the two secondees at the office 
who are seeing this side of the ledger. This being the case I would think that no further members 
should do temps because they will go back to their respective work places with maybe the wrong idea 
of what we should be doing,.


